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GLOBAL PROGRESS ON gender equality is under threat. The welcome advancements of 
recent decades are at risk, with the coronavirus pandemic and its secondary impacts 
disproportionately affecting women and girls. A shadow pandemic of gender-based 

violence has been inflamed by the virus; women remain economically restricted in many regions; 
and in some countries, such as Afghanistan, their rights are being radically rolled back. At this 
time of unprecedented global challenges, the UK has the opportunity to adopt a new and more 
ambitious approach to its interactions with the rest of the world – one that is centred on women 
and girls, creating a more equal world to the benefit of all. 

This is a crucial challenge and opportunity for the new foreign secretary, Liz Truss, who combines 
her role with being minister for women and equalities. She has used her opening months in the 
role to outline her vision for a ‘network of liberty around the world’ based on economic strength 
in the face of malign actors, and on development issues she wants to focus on women and girls 
– the foreign secretary’s new campaign to tackle sexual violence in conflict is an encouraging 
step to putting this priority into practice. While achieving this ambition in its fullest sense is 
challenging, now is the time. 

It requires bold and fresh thinking, and a fully integrated feminist foreign policy would provide 
a comprehensive framework to succeed. I believe this approach is the best way for the UK to 
enable women and girls to flourish. In turn, this helps to achieve sustainable peace, build our 
allies’ economic strength, reduce poverty and support our national interest. 

A feminist approach prioritises gender equality across all areas of UK foreign policy, as a catalyst 
for global peace and prosperity. It champions global cooperation and shared decision-making. 
Feminism offers a powerful and coherent vision for strategically deploying UK resources, 
expertise and its soft power to address the most pressing challenges facing the world today. 

Why a Feminist Approach?
Gender inequality is prevalent in every country around the world and persists at every level of 
society. Although progress has been made over past decades to close gender gaps in income, 
education,1 and work, we still have a long way to go. It is estimated that 129 million girls are 

1. United Nations Children’s Fund, UN Women and Plan International, ‘A New Era for Girls: Taking 
Stock of 25 Years of Progress’, March 2020.

https://data.unicef.org/resources/a-new-era-for-girls-taking-stock-of-25-years-of-progress/
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still out of school and one in three women are subjected to gender-based violence,2 a figure 
which is much higher in humanitarian contexts. Women are still significantly underrepresented 
politically and in other decision-making spheres. Only 25% of all national parliamentarians are 
women.3 This is far better than the 11% in 1995,4 but progress needs to speed up significantly.

“This approach is the best way for the UK to enable women 
and girls to flourish. In turn, this helps to achieve sustainable 
peace, build our allies’ economic strength, reduce poverty 
and support our national interest

Women continue to be economically excluded. The global labour force participation rate for 
women aged 25–54 is still only 63% compared with 94% for men,5 and 2.7 billion women are 
legally restricted from having the same choice of jobs as men.6 When women are able to work, 
they are paid less than men, with a global gender wage gap of around 23%.7 And women take 
on by far the lion’s share of unpaid care work – it is estimated that if women’s unpaid work were 
assigned a monetary value, it would constitute between 10% and 39% of GDP.8 

The recent Global Gender Gap Report revealed that the coronavirus pandemic has set back 
progress towards gender equality worldwide by a generation.9 Levels of gender-based violence 
have gone up and disruptions to education have forced girls into early marriage. Even before 
the coronavirus pandemic, it was estimated that 129 million girls were still out of school and 
one in three women were subjected to gender-based violence.10 Women are overrepresented in 
sectors that are particularly vulnerable to the economic fallout of the pandemic, such as retail, 
food sectors and the informal sector where they often work without social protection; the 

2. World Health Organization, ‘Devastatingly Pervasive: 1 in 3 Women Globally Experience Violence’, 
news release, 9 March 2021, <https://www.who.int/news/item/09-03-2021-devastatingly-
pervasive-1-in-3-women-globally-experience-violence>, accessed 11 November 2021.

3. See 2021 data at Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), ‘Monthly Ranking of Women in National 
Parliaments’, <https://data.ipu.org/women-ranking>, accessed 16 November 2021.

4. See 2022 data at IPU, ‘Monthly Ranking of Women in National Parliaments’.
5. UN Women, ‘Facts and Figures: Economic Empowerment’, <https://www.unwomen.org/en/what-

we-do/economic-empowerment/facts-and-figures>, accessed 16 November 2021.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid.
9. World Economic Forum, Global Gender Gap Report 2021, Insight Report (Geneva: World Economic 

Forum, 2021).
10. Sean Coughlan, ‘Reaching 130 Million Girls with No Access to School’, BBC News, 8 March 2020; 

World Health Organization (WHO) et al., Violence Against Women Prevalence Estimates, 2018 
(Geneva: WHO, 2021).

https://www.who.int/news/item/09-03-2021-devastatingly-pervasive-1-in-3-women-globally-experience-violence
https://www.weforum.org/reports/ab6795a1-960c-42b2-b3d5-587eccda6023
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/coronavirus/impacts-and-responses/WCMS_743146/lang--en/index.htm
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International Labour Organization projected that 1.6 billion informal economy workers would 
be significantly impacted by lockdown measures.11  

So why should the UK prime minister and new foreign secretary embrace feminism as a basis for 
the country’s future foreign and development policy? It would help to promote a more gender-
equal world, and the benefits of that are clear.

First, a more equal world is a more peaceful world. More equal societies are more stable and less 
violent. Conversely, countries with low human rights standards, including on gender equality, 
are more prone to conflict.12 A feminist foreign policy would focus UK diplomatic and aid efforts 
on bolstering women’s rights and dismantling barriers to gender equality, including gender-
based violence and access to health and education. A feminist approach would better leverage 
UK membership of global forums, such as the UN Security Council, to increase the participation 
of women in UN-brokered peace deals beyond 23%.13 When women are active participants in 
peace processes,14 the agreement is 20% more likely to last for 2 years, and 35% more likely to 
last for 15 years. 

“The recent Global Gender Gap Report revealed that the 
coronavirus pandemic has set back progress towards gender 
equality worldwide by a generation

Second, a more equal world is a more prosperous world. When women have increased access 
to economic resources, it has a multiplier effect across families and wider society. According to 
McKinsey, gender parity in the global economy would raise total GDP by up to US$28 trillion.15 
A feminist approach would: align UK aid, diplomacy and trade to increase women’s access to 
safe and decent work; incentivise narrowing of the global gender pay gap; and mitigate the 
unequal burden of unpaid care that is placed on women and girls. This approach to economic 

11. International Labour Organization, ‘COVID-19 and the World of Work’, 3rd edition, ILO Monitor,  
29 April 2020.

12. Catalina Crespo-Sancho, ‘Can Gender Equality Prevent Violent Conflict?’, Development for Peace, 
a blog of the World Bank, 28 March 2018, <https://blogs.worldbank.org/dev4peace/can-gender-
equality-prevent-violent-conflict>, accessed 16 November 2021.

13. UN Women, ‘Take Five: Investing in Gender Equality and Women Peacebuilders Makes for Lasting 
Peace’, 20 October 2021, <https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2021/10/take-five-paivi-
kannisto-investing-in-gender-equality-and-women-peacebuilders>, accessed 11 November 2021.

14. Marie O’Reilly, Andrea Ó Súilleabháin and Thania Paffenholz, ‘Reimagining Peacemaking: Women’s 
Roles in Peace Processes’, International Peace Institute, 2015.

15. McKinsey Global Institute, ‘The Power of Parity: How Advancing Women’s Equality Can Add $12 
Trillion to Global Growth’, September 2015, <https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/
Email/Classics/2020/2020-09-classic.html>, accessed 11 November 2021.

https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/coronavirus/impacts-and-responses/WCMS_743146/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/coronavirus/impacts-and-responses/WCMS_743146/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2021/10/take-five-paivi-kannisto-investing-in-gender-equality-and-women-peacebuilders
https://www.ipinst.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/IPI-E-pub-Reimagining-Peacemaking-rev.pdf
https://www.ipinst.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/IPI-E-pub-Reimagining-Peacemaking-rev.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/reports/ab6795a1-960c-42b2-b3d5-587eccda6023
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Email/Classics/2020/2020-09-classic.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Email/Classics/2020/2020-09-classic.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Email/Classics/2020/2020-09-classic.html
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growth also seeks to shrink inequalities between countries, by providing sustainable finance 
and reducing debt burdens. This growth would not only benefit individual countries and help 
them to transition away from dependency on foreign aid, but would also benefit the UK as new 
trading and political partnerships develop.

Third, a more equal world is a healthier world. Greater gender equality has a positive effect on 
the health of both males and females.16 It will also help to build our collective resilience against, 
and reduce the impacts of, health emergencies such as the coronavirus pandemic. Women make 
up the majority of paid and unpaid workers in the health and care sectors, so are central to 
the fight against current and future pandemics. Studies suggest that women are more likely to 
invest resources back into the family to improve family nutrition and access to healthcare. 

Finally, a more equal world is a world better equipped to mitigate the climate crisis. Women and 
girls are disproportionately affected by climate change because they depend more on natural 
resources for their livelihoods and are more likely to become displaced by drought, floods and 
other extreme weather events. A feminist approach to climate mitigation and adaptation would 
build women’s capacity to adapt and respond to the effects of climate change, and ensure 
women are fully and equally part of decision-making processes, including in all COP negotiating 
bodies and international forums. 

A feminist foreign policy will enable the UK to better align its development and diplomatic 
expertise to achieve lasting impact through partnerships with governments, civil society and 
the private sector. This is particularly important at this time, when UK aid has been substantially 
reduced, forcing the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO) to be more 
strategic with the limited resources available. I deeply regret the decision to cut our spending on 
international development in the midst of a global pandemic, and the negative impact of UK aid 
cuts should not be minimised, particularly for women and girls who are facing disproportionate 
cuts to programmes such as sexual and reproductive health that provide lifesaving services. I 
hope to see the government’s commitment to return to spending 0.7% of our gross national 
income on development delivered as soon as possible. In the meantime, adopting a feminist 
approach to aid spending will provide better value for money to the UK taxpayer, by enabling 
the UK to focus resources on areas that will make the most impact in driving sustainable peace 
and prosperity.

“The negative impact of UK aid cuts should not be 
minimised, particularly for women and girls who are facing 
disproportionate cuts to programmes such as sexual and 
reproductive health

16. Tania L King et al., ‘Associations Between Gender Equality and Health: A Systematic Review’, Health 
Promotion International (Vol. 35, No. 1, February 2020).

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30534989/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30534989/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277953619302801
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Taking a feminist approach is not a zero-sum game. It is not about privileging women and 
relegating men or focusing only on ‘women’s issues’. Men and boys would also benefit through 
the improvements it will bring. It is about appreciating that women’s and girls’ lives are shaped 
by a range of other factors, including ethnicity, nationality, religion, sexuality and disability, 
and addressing the root causes of inequality to pursue a more stable and prosperous world for 
everyone, including to the benefit of the people here in the UK. 

Feminist Approaches to Diplomacy and Aid?
Taking a feminist approach to foreign policy is not a radical new idea. France,17 Sweden,18 
Canada19 and Mexico20 have already recognised the value of putting gender equality at the 
centre of their diplomatic, aid, security and trade policies, by launching their own feminist 
foreign policies in recent years. 

The US government has also championed this approach through the launch of its National 
Strategy on Gender Equity and Equality, which outlines 10 key priority areas for action in both 
foreign and domestic policy. If the UK were to adopt a similar approach, this would bolster our 
strategic alliances with the US and other progressive states, and leave a lasting legacy for this 
government and foreign secretary. 

Although the prime minister seems reluctant to use the term ‘feminist’ – instead using his opening 
speech at the G7 to call for a more ‘feminine’ recovery21 – he understands the importance of 
gender equality and has supported many initiatives to increase equality for women and girls. He 
appointed me the UK’s first special envoy for girls’ education and has championed 12 years of 
quality girls’ education because he understands ‘it can change the fortunes of not just individual 
women and girls, but communities and nations’.22 He has also supported initiatives both in the 

17. French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs, ‘Feminist Diplomacy’, <https://www.diplomatie.
gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/feminist-diplomacy/>, accessed 11 November 2021.

18. Rachel Vogelstein and Alexandra Bro, ‘Sweden’s Feminist Foreign Policy, Long May It Reign’, 
Foreign Policy, 30 January 2019.

19. Government of Canada, ‘Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy’, <https://www.
international.gc.ca/world-monde/issues_development-enjeux_developpement/priorities-
priorites/policy-politique.aspx>, accessed 16 November 2021.

20. Government of Mexico, ‘Mexico Adopts Feminist Foreign Policy’, press release 15, 9 January 2020, 
<https://www.gob.mx/sre/prensa/mexico-adopts-feminist-foreign-policy?idiom=en>, accessed  
16 November 2021.

21. Andrew Woodcock, ‘Boris Johnson Says Post-Covid World Needs to Be “More Feminine”’, The 
Independent, 11 June 2021.

22. Sean Coughlan, ‘Boris Johnson Says Girls’ Education Key to Ending Poverty’, BBC News, 16 January 
2021.

https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/feminist-diplomacy/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/01/30/sweden-feminist-foreignpolicy/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/12/30/mexico-feminist-foreign-policy-one-year-in/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/10/22/fact-sheet-national-strategy-on-gender-equity-and-equality/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/10/22/fact-sheet-national-strategy-on-gender-equity-and-equality/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-appoints-new-special-envoy-for-girls-education-ahead-of-international-womens-day
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-55680955
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-55680955
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UK23 and abroad24 to tackle gender-based violence and help women and girls get access to 
gender-sensitive support services.

Many people get fixated on the term feminist, thinking it is only for the left wing of politics, 
or only for women. I disagree. A feminist foreign policy better communicates who we are as a 
country and what we believe in. 

Putting a Feminist Approach Into Practice
Implementing a feminist foreign policy will require the government to do more than simply 
put on a t-shirt and re-label itself as feminist. It will take more than simply promoting gender 
equality within the strategies that will inform the implementation of the Integrated Review of 
Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy,25 including the International Development 
Strategy, the Humanitarian Strategy and Vision for Gender Equality – although this is a good 
start. Rather, various initiatives would need to be brought together under a single, overarching 
feminist foreign policy framework. 

Existing foreign policy and practice would need to be scrutinised and reformed where it fails 
to align with these principles. This would mean not just seeing gender equality from the 
narrow lens of girls’ education, but elevating it as a strategic priority across the FCDO – not 
just through development partnerships, but as an explicit objective of diplomatic engagement 
and stabilisation strategies. An ambitious feminist foreign policy is about considering the 
impact on gender equality across all UK investments – FCDO, trade and defence – and not 
shying away from tough conversations. Partnerships with governments and the private sector 
should set clear indicators for measuring outcomes in support of gender equality, to ensure 
the UK is not accepting a false tradeoff between national interest and women’s economic and 
political empowerment.

The prime minister’s special envoy for gender equality is well placed to lead a network of 
dedicated gender-equality specialists, embedded across all FCDO directorates, who will drive 
accountability to the bold commitments the UK has made on gender equality by strategically 
deploying UK aid and diplomacy around the world. This framework should become the vision 
and purpose that guides all the UK’s international efforts. It can be the golden thread that 

23. Mayor of London, ‘Mayor Brings Thousands Together in Fight Against Honour-Based Crime’, press 
release, 11 March 2016, <https://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/fight-against-
honour-based-crime>, accessed 16 November 2021.

24. Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Justine Greening and Boris Johnson, ‘Foreign Secretary 
Announces New Foreign and Commonwealth Office Special Envoy for Gender Equality’, news story,  
28 February 2017, <https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-announces-new-
foreign-and-commonwealth-office-special-envoy-for-gender-equality>, accessed 16 November 
2021.

25. HM Government, Global Britain in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review of Security, Defence, 
Development and Foreign Policy, CP 403 (London: The Stationery Office, 2021).

https://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/fight-against-honour-based-crime
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/preventing-sexual-violence-in-conflict-initiative
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy
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runs through the FCDO – from ambassadors to ministerial offices and across development, 
humanitarian and diplomatic efforts – and across Whitehall departments. 

The Afghanistan crisis has shown what happens when Western governments fail to have a 
coherent plan to guide and unify their security, diplomatic and aid objectives. A feminist foreign 
policy would have meant women and girls were not only around the table, but also listened to, 
and empowered to shape policy and strategic decisions. While some will argue that a pragmatic 
security focus necessitates the de-prioritisation of gender equality with the Taliban regime, this 
is a dangerous approach. Now, more than ever, there are competing visions of what progress 
and stability look like, so it is vital the UK does not compromise its strong commitment to gender 
equality in the months and years to come. Otherwise, we will have allowed decades of progress 
for women and girls to be wiped out in a matter of weeks; and that is nothing short of tragic. 

Feminism offers a powerful and coherent vision for strategically deploying UK resources, 
expertise and its soft power to address the most pressing challenges facing the world today. 
Implementing this vision will require political leadership from the prime minister and his cabinet 
to achieve a coherent feminist approach in all the UK’s international efforts and to send a clear 
signal to our partners about what the UK stands for. The new foreign secretary has retained her 
brief on women and equalities so is perfectly positioned to lead a transformative shift in the 
UK’s diplomatic relationships and international development efforts. This is a move that would 
be meaningful for a domestic audience, who support equality at home and want to see our 
values reflected in our foreign policy. 

“Implementing this vision will require political leadership 
from the prime minister and his cabinet to achieve a 
coherent feminist approach in all the UK’s international 
efforts and to send a clear signal to our partners about what 
the UK stands for

Building on its expertise on tackling gender-based violence, girls’ education and women’s 
empowerment, there are several practical steps that the UK government can take towards 
adopting a truly feminist foreign policy.

Crisis Response

Supporting gender equality around the world is one of the best investments the UK can make 
to mitigate the impact of the coronavirus pandemic, violent conflict and the climate crisis. In 
times of crisis, women are often lead responders and deliverers of service as well as drivers 
of political change. Aid provides a critical lifeline to health services, violence prevention and 
response, and economic support for women and girls, particularly those impacted by conflict 
and displacement. The UK can improve the delivery of UK aid by using feminist principles to 
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ensure women and girls are included at every level of design and decision-making, and more 
resources are channeled directly to women-led organisations, as key agents of change.

But aid alone is not enough. The UK needs to maintain a sustained strategic approach across 
our diplomatic corps and armed forces to promoting gender equality on the frontlines of 
crisis response: for example, by using diplomatic leverage and ‘capacity sharing’ with partner 
countries to press for the inclusion of women in national justice mechanisms, security services 
and peacekeeping missions, and strengthening accountability to Women, Peace and Security 
commitments through the UN Security Council.

The UK has fought for sexual and reproductive health and rights on the global stage for many 
years, and has a good track record of using its diplomatic power to challenge impunity for 
sexual and gender-based violence, through initiatives such as the Preventing Sexual Violence 
Initiative. A feminist approach would incentivise the UK to be bolder on the international stage 
to end impunity for sexual violence in conflict and champion women’s rights through creative 
diplomacy. Beyond expanding the strategic deployment of sanctions through the UN Security 
Council, there is also opportunity for the UK to work more strategically with the Human Rights 
Council. One example of where this could make a real difference is to strengthen accountability 
for war crimes committed by Islamic State fighters in Iraq and Syria against Yazidi women and girls.

Recovery from the Pandemic

Ahead of the G7 Summit in Carbis Bay, the government stated that the UK would put women 
at the heart of the recovery from the coronavirus pandemic. The Gender Equality Advisory 
Council put forward strong recommendations which include: redressing the disproportionate 
impact of the pandemic on women and girls; investing in girls’ education; reducing women’s 
unpaid care burden; increasing women’s access to markets; ending gender-based violence; 
and strengthening data to monitor progress on gender equality. The UK should lead the way 
on implementing these recommendations and ensure they are carried through to the next 
presidency of the G7, Germany. Liz Truss, as chair of the Council and now foreign secretary, 
is perfectly placed to do this. Without intentional action on these issues, global progress for 
women and girls will continue to stagnate and, in many contexts, reverse. 

It is clear that investing in women and girls is central to our domestic and international recovery. 
The UK will improve the pace and sustainability of economic growth if it adopts gender equality 
as a guiding principle for all economic recovery programmes. The FCDO must articulate a long-
term approach to tackling structural barriers to gender equality which decades of evidence tells 
us will ultimately deliver the most sustainable results against poverty, insecurity and climate 
change. This includes more direct funding to women’s rights organisations and supporting more 
programmes to build women’s economic empowerment and their involvement in public power 
and decision-making structures.
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Trade

This approach would work in tandem with a feminist approach to trade that harnesses UK trading 
partnerships to drive women’s greater inclusion in the economy, by expanding their access to 
finance, assets and professional training. A feminist approach would also systematically address 
the barriers to women’s economic inclusion, including gender-based violence, by directing UK 
trade deals to include legally binding safeguards and standards that promote women’s safe and 
decent work, by upholding workers’ rights and social protection measures. 

The foreign secretary has articulated her vision ‘to strengthen our economic and security ties 
in order to build a network of liberty around the world’.26 A feminist approach to building 
economic strength and forming partnerships to counter malign actors also requires a feminist 
approach to trade that rejects the false tradeoff between inclusion and competition, or between 
sustainability and growth. Through this approach the flurry of new trade deals for the UK post-
Brexit will not only bring direct benefits for those living in the UK, but can be a tool for turbo-
boosting the global economy in a sustainable way that lifts more people out of poverty and 
incentivises the race to net zero. This underlines the increased necessity for a clear vision and 
framework to guide FCDO partnerships with other departments, including the Department for 
International Trade and the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.

Conclusion 
The disproportionate impacts of the coronavirus pandemic on women and girls, and daily 
reports of women’s rights being undermined around the world, are a reminder that progress 
towards gender equality is fragile unless we tackle the root causes of inequality once and for all. 
The pandemic has impressed on us all that we are interconnected, and that the UK’s peace and 
prosperity cannot be secured until progress is made across the world. 

As we emerge from the pandemic, we have an opportunity to reimagine the UK’s role in the 
world and clarify what our country stands for. Standing for gender equality is an area where the 
UK can cement its leadership and have far-reaching influence. A feminist foreign policy can be 
a catalyst that turbo-boosts our foreign policy objectives and brings about: greater economic 
growth in fragile regions; more stability that supports UK security; more impactful climate 
action; stronger recovery from the pandemic; and global health security. 

Feminism is not a threat or a distraction. It is a smarter way to incentivise a bold, front-footed 
agenda for UK international policy. It will enhance UK leadership on critical issues, such as the 
coronavirus pandemic, climate change and conflict, which directly undermine UK security and 
prosperity. Adopting a feminist foreign policy is a logical next step for the UK to build on decades 
of good practice and reputation. We are already implementing many foreign policy priorities 
that are at heart feminist, so it is time we reclaimed that word, in order to integrate a coherent 

26. Liz Truss, ‘The Network of Liberty’, speech given at the Conservative Party Conference, 3 October 
2021, <https://www.conservatives.com/news/the-network-of-liberty>, accessed 11 November 
2021.

https://www.conservatives.com/news/the-network-of-liberty
https://www.conservatives.com/news/the-network-of-liberty
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approach across all of UK foreign policy and maximise its transformative impact. It is a bold 
vision for a confident Global Britain and for the foreign secretary, who is rightly determined to 
exert positive influence and leadership. It would be to the benefit of our own country and the 
rest of the world. 

Baroness Sugg was Minister for Sustainable Development at the Foreign, Commonwealth 
and Development Office, previously serving as Minister at the Department for International 
Development from April 2019.

Baroness Sugg was the UK’s first Special Envoy for Girls’ Education. Her ministerial portfolio 
included gender equality, sexual and reproductive health and rights, education, children and 
youth, and inclusive societies.

She resigned from her position in November 2020 following the decision to cut spending on 
International Development from 0.7% of gross national income.
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